
It was still early in the morning, not 
long after sunrise, as the Grand Course 
finalists made their way along the 

narrow and eroded field-access road in the 
southern reaches of California’s San Joaquin 
Valley. It was the third day of this annual, 
best-of-the-best, 
open-field cours-
ing competition for 
Sighthounds that 
had qualified for 
participation. This 
required earning 
points for place-
ments during the 
immediately preceding October-through-
January coursing season, and achievements 
in the prior two days that enabled the 
hounds to be among the top 50 percent al-
lowed to advance to the finals.

 At the front of the scrum, slowly walk-
ing down the dirt road, were the three hunt 
dogs scheduled for the first course, among 
them the Saluki who had won last year’s 
Grand Course and the high-point Grey-
hound for the 2017-2018 season. Behind 
them, waiting to be slipped, referred to in 
coursing parlance as “on the line,” were 
all the hounds not due to be slipped at that 

course and their handlers, known as “the 
gallery.” Normally, as in an open field, the 
gallery stays back five to 10 feet from the 
dogs on the line and spreads out, either to 
both sides or just one, but never right behind 
the hunt dogs. (If any of the gallery were 

directly behind the 
dogs on the line, 
they could easily 
impair the line of 
sight for the hunt 
dogs when they 
are spun around 
180 degrees by 

their handlers to try 
to get them sighted on a hare bolting in the 
opposite direction.)

 Walking down the beat-up dirt road 
was not normal coursing, however. It was 
only a way to get more toward the middle 
of the field without losing the opportunity 
to slip the hunt dogs, if a hare should jump 
close enough for the huntmaster to call for 
their release with a shouted “Tally ho!” 
The unconventionally bunched-up gallery 
behind the dogs on the line was predictably 
quiet as everyone squinted in the low-angle 
light, looking for the first hare to jump from 
behind a bush or clod of dirt. 

 No one that I know ever yearns to be 
randomly drawn for the first course of the 
finals. There may be a Sighthound who won 
the Grand Course despite being drawn for 
the first final, but as far as I can recall, this 
has not happened recently. Too many things 
can go wrong as the hunters and gallery 
settle into the specific patterns and proce-
dures for how best to work each individual 
field so as to ensure the most quality runs 
with unimpaired visibility for the judge. For 
instance, a field might have thick, brushy 
patches that aren’t immediately apparent, and 

The 2018 Grand Course

Shown above is the “double-ender” 
gallery for the Grand Course finals. Double-
ender galleries are a relatively recent (less 
than ten years or so) method for efficiently 
working fields. Slightly ahead of, and on 
either end of the gallery, the hunt dogs for two 
different courses are positioned, each with their 
own huntmaster to call the “tally ho” slip. 
Alternating priority is given to either the left 
or right group on the line, and if a hare jumps 
anywhere in the middle section between the two 
courses, the huntmaster with priority will be 
the only one to call for the slip. If a hare jumps 
clearly to the right side or the left side, the 
huntmaster for the side where the hare jumps 
will be the only one to call the “tally ho.”

Nearest the camera in this photo are the 
dogs in the fourth final: eventual Grand Course 
winner, Saluki Inyo (in yellow); eventual 10th 
place, Whippet Mambo Poa (in pink); and 
eventual second place, Saluki Braveheart (in 
blue). On the other end of the double-ender 
gallery are the dogs in the 7th final: Afghan 
Kepi (in yellow) and Ibizan Patsy (in pink).
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“Everyone squinted in the low-
angle light, looking for the first

hare to jump from behind
a bush …”



if those spots are relatively close to where 
the hounds in the first course are released, 
the hunt dogs could easily end up with a 
low-scoring “tail chase,” defined as hounds 
that simply follow the hare without forcing 
any turns. Once any non-obvious anomalies, 
such as brush, hidden ditches, etc., are fer-
reted out by the first course, the huntmaster 
can often position the dogs on the line and 
in the gallery so as to minimize short tail-
chases.

 The other usually unspoken fear of 
being in the first course is that judges, being 
human, might give slightly higher scores for 
similar courses that are run later in the day. 
The hardest task of being a judge is to main-
tain a mental picture of every course relative 
to every other course, and to make sure that 
if a particular dog in the fifth course or the 
last course performs essentially the same as 
a dog in the first course, both dogs get the 
same score. Human nature often dictates that 
what we have seen most recently leaves the 
most vivid impression. To be honest, judging 
in current-day coursing has improved mark-
edly over the 48 years that the Grand Course 
has been run, and I’m not at all convinced 
that a winner couldn’t come out of the first 
course. Still, the fear of being drawn for the 

first course remains, and once again, this 
year’s Grand Course was not won by any of 
the three dogs in the 
first course. 

Whether in 
the first 
course or 

the last, at least the 
weather and running 
conditions were close to excellent this year. 
The laws of probability eventually help to 

even out weather-related bad luck, includ-
ing scarcity of hares, so it shouldn’t have 

come as a surprise 
that this year’s 
Grand Course 
came with nearly-
ideal weather, only 
moderately high 
brush, and a rea-
sonable number of 

hares. It was the first time in more than a few 
years that all of the preliminary runs for each 

The Grand Course has changed in myriad 
ways since its inception in 1970, but none is 

more outwardly notable than the preparedness 
of the owners/handlers. All water, food, 

supplies and tools that are likely, or even 
remotely likely, to be needed for any situation 

in the fields are packed on the back, front 
and sides of the humans accompanying the 
hounds. Over the years, safety has evolved 

into a proactive, instead of a reactive, 
endeavor. Thankfully, this year there were 
no serious injuries, but the Grand Course 

catalog contained a list of eight emergency 
veterinarians in the area.

Hares as well as hounds often have difficulty navigating brushy and/or uneven terrain. During the 
early stages of this second-day Galgo Español preliminary run, the hare lost its footing, resulting 
in a simulated “handstand” with rear feet pointing straight up, while both the lead Galgo and the 

nearby gallery watched in amazement.

The slip after the huntmaster calls “Tally ho!” is never lacking in energy and excitement. The 
Borzoi Kindle (pink in front) is shown getting off to a powerful start, while the handler (outside 
the frame of the photo) of an adjacent Borzoi is about to lose her balance and fall backward, as 
her now-empty slip lead flies in the opposite direction of her already released dog. Kindle made 
history at this Grand Course by being the first Borzoi ever to place in the Top 10! Kindle tied for 

fourth place with the Saluki, Pete, who won last year’s Grand Course. 

“Judging has improved markedly 
in the 48 years that the Grand 

Course has been run …”



2. A hound forcing the hare to turn is one of the best ways for that hound to accumulate a high score from the judge (or judges). Forcing turns is a 
good indicator of speed and one of the two major components of what is generally referenced by coursing enthusiasts as “working the hare,” or just 
“work.” If the turn is moderate it is called a “wrench” and receives fewer points than for a hard turn, which is simply referred to as a “turn.” In this 

photo, the blue dog would be credited with a turn of the barely visible hare in a cloud of dust to the left of the blue dog.

3. The normal result of a turn by the lead dog is for the second- or third-place dog to acquire the lead. Being behind the action of the turn gives the 
other dog or dogs the opportunity to adjust their direction less severely, without overshooting their target. No points are awarded the second- or 

third-place dog for assuming the lead after the previous lead dog forces a turn. Shown here is the formerly second-place pink dog assuming the lead 
after a hard turn forced by the blue dog. The pursued hare is slightly to the left of and in front of the pink dog (the color is just barely visible). 

HOW OPEN FIELD COURSING IS JUDGED: 1. One of the distinguishing features of Sighthounds running is their double-suspension gait. 
Twice during one complete running cycle, an animal utilizing this gait is completely airborne with all four feet off the ground. As can be seen in 
this photograph of a second-day preliminary course, the Galgo Español (blue) is just exiting its fully extended airborne position, with the Silken 

Windhound (pink) following. At the same instant the pursued hare is at its maximum-compressed airborne position. The top speed of up to, or even 
exceeding, 40 mph for both hare and hound is due in no small part to the inherent efficiency of the double-suspension gait.



5. If, as the blue dog managed to do in this 
photo, the dog performing a go-by then 
immediately forces the hare to turn to the 
opposite side of the dog he just passed, and 
if that dog doesn’t even temporarily lose the 
lead in the process, the judge is likely to award 
additional points for agility. 
The hare at this point is immediately adjacent 
to the blue dog’s left side.

6. If a judge’s line of sight is not impaired, 
it should be relatively easy for him or her to 
tell when a hound actually takes a hare. If the 
hound makes contact with the hare, but the 
latter keeps running seemingly unimpaired, 
as shown in this photo, a point-earning 
situation known simply as a “touch,” the touch 
sometimes goes unseen, and thus uncredited. 

4. Arguably, one of the best times to observe 
the superior speed of one hound compared to 
another is right after a lead dog turns a hare, 
and the formerly second-place dog assumes the 
lead in pursuit of that hare. If the original lead 
dog can then catch up and pass the temporary 
new leader, the judge can rightfully infer that 
the former lead dog has superior speed relative 
to the other dog. Such a maneuver is called a 
“go-by”; the points awarded for go-bys are 
often the deciding factor in any given course. 
In this photo, the blue dog has just regained 
the lead after executing a go-by on the pink 
dog. The currently out-of-sight hare is just in 
front of the blue dog.

7. Heads up and tails in the air are reliable 
indicators that coursing dogs have lost the 
hare. There’s no getting around it; coursing is 
hunting, and hunting sometimes results in the 
death of the prey. In defense of coursing, the 
strongest, most wily hares are the ones that get 
away, and that natural-selection-like process 
eventually improves the species’ chances for 
survival. From the hare’s perspective, coursing 
hounds are in essence just other predators 
from which they need to escape, not unlike 
the coyotes that traditionally chase them 
into ambushes and/or wear them down by 
employing relay-like strategies. 

HOW
OPEN FIELD
COURSING
IS JUDGED



of the entered Sighthound breeds had been 
completed in the first two days. Usually, at 
least one of the breeds has a preliminary 
course or two or three to complete before the 
mixed-hunt finals can 
start on the third day. 

 The physically 
grueling structure of 
the Grand Course is 
that all of the entered 
dogs compete in a 
random-draw breed 
hunt by running once under each of the two 
judges. The score of any dog’s first day’s 
run is then added to whatever score that dog 
receives from the other judge on the second 

day, and the dogs with scores in the top 50 
percent earn the right to run one more time 
in a randomly drawn mixed breed hunt with 
both judges scoring simultaneously. The 

scores from the first 
two preliminary 
runs are added to 
the two scores from 
the final run, and 
the top 10 place-
ments are then 
determined from the 

totals.
The strategy for winning the Grand 

Course, if such a strategy were actually pos-
sible, would be to have your dog run three 

brilliant courses. Failing this, your dog needs 
to get enough points from the two prelimi-
nary runs to make it into the top 50 percent, 
and thus the finals, because even a dog that 
doesn’t have the highest score going into 
the finals still has a chance to win it all. The 
final run is scored by both judges, and thus is 
worth twice as much, points-wise, as either 
of the two individual preliminary runs.

This year’s Grand Course was just 
such a scenario. The dog with the 
highest combined preliminary scores, 

the Saluki, Pete (see the placements at the 
end of this article for the registered names 
of every dog mentioned), last year’s Grand 

Ask anyone who has ever qualified for and entered a Grand Course, 
and they will certainly tell you that just placing anywhere in the Top 
10 is difficult. Only the best of the best make it to this level. Karen 

Chen achieved a Top-10 placement the last two years in a row. Her 
Saluki, Inyo (in the foreground), won this year’s Grand Course, and 
her other Saluki, Pete (behind Inyo), won last year’s Grand Course 

and tied for fourth place this year. Note that the dogs’ legs are painted 
with protective henna!

THE CASE FOR
OPEN FIELD COURSING

The best that can be said about coursing/hunting hares 
with Sighthounds is that it is not indiscriminate killing, 
as is the case with bullets, arrows, traps or poison. 

Would it be better if no hares were ever killed by coursing 
hounds? Yes, as far as I and many other coursing enthusiasts 
are concerned. The object of modern-day coursing is not to 
kill hares but simply to provide the most reliable method for 
judging the relative performance of Sighthounds to each other. 
If you personally find the death of even an occasional hare 
by a coursing Sighthound too high a price to pay, then there 
is always lure chasing as an alternative. At least lure chasing 
allows an exercise venue for Sighthounds. The truth is, 
however, that Sighthounds were originally bred to chase/hunt 
live game by sight, as opposed to scent, and no artificial game 
in the form of a lure will ever match the incentive provided by 
live game. 

There is no one-size-fits-all solution to whether you 
personally should course your Sighthound. It is something all 
of us need to decide for ourselves. - C.A.

“The truth is that Sighthounds 
were originally bred to chase/

hunt live game by sight …”

The Grand Course winners.



Course winner, owned by Karen Chen and 
Kathleen Tigan, went into the first course of 
the finals with combined preliminary scores 
totaling 162. The next highest combined pre-
liminary scores were for the Saluki Hammer, 
the 2017-2018 Coursing Season’s highest-
scoring Saluki, owned by Fiona Bennett and 
Lotta Brun, went into the second course of 
the finals with combined preliminary scores 
totaling 159. Following Hammer, the dog 
with the next highest combined preliminary 
scores, the Saluki Inyo, last year’s fourth-
place Grand Course winner, owned by Karen 
Chen and Lauren Chen, went into the fourth 
course of the finals with combined prelimi-
nary scores totaling 157.

 Based on preliminary scores, Pete with 
162 points clearly had the best chance of 
winning this year’s Grand Course. Yet it was 
Inyo with five points less, 157, who actually 
won the Grand Course.  

 Even more surprising than his win 
was the amazing journey of recovery and 
rehabilitation that Inyo underwent to be able 
to even run again, let alone course competi-
tively in the Olympics, Super Bowl, World 
Series, Tour de France (pick your sports 
metaphor of choice) of open field cours-
ing. When Inyo was only seven months old, 
ironically on the day his owner, Karen Chen, 
was making final preparations for going to 
the 2015 Grand Course in Arizona, Inyo 
fractured his spine while self-exercising with 
his dam in Karen’s back pasture. The trauma 
was severe and the screaming of her Saluki 
puppy must have been close to unbearable 
for Karen. Perhaps because she was work-
ing for a vet at the time and knew enough 
to do everything she could to prevent the 
likely occurrence of paralysis, and certainly 
because she determinedly sought out and 
secured an expert surgeon, Inyo was not 
paralyzed, and the operation was a success. 
Eight pins were placed in his back, and the 
pins were in turn stabilized by an over-the-
back metal cage-like structure known as an 
external fixator. 

 The first two years of treatment and 
rehabilitation read like a testament to 
compassion and persistence, but eventu-
ally, and amazingly, Inyo’s recovery seemed 
complete. After entering him in a few breed 
hunts and even last year’s Grand Course. 
where he defied all odds and achieved a 
very respectable fourth place, Inyo came 
from behind in this year’s Grand Course’s 
preliminary totals to win it all. To anyone 
who saw it, that’s a Herculean achievement 
to be sure! To Karen and many others, it was 
nothing short of a miracle.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: The author, 
current-day coursing and wildlife photog-
rapher Charles Alexander (left), is shown 
virtually looking back through his 800 mm 
lens at himself 40 years ago (right). Charles 
is shown with his Saluki Ch. Srinagar Cir-
rus al Talat, CC, CM, NOFCA High-Point 
Hound for the 1974 and 1975 coursing 

seasons and third-place finisher at the 1972 
Grand Course. Cirrus’ primary legacy was 
to sire more open-field coursing champions 
than any other Saluki of his day.  

 To see more photos of the 2018 Grand 
Course and other coursing meetings, go 
to https://www.lenstreephotography.com/
Page11.html.

2018 GRAND COURSE PLACEMENTS
 1st - 322 points: Saluki HawksView’s Zoomin’ Inyo Dreams, CC, CM, call 

name Inyo (Ch. Abaqero Kineahora Caruso x Ch. HawksView’s Who’s Zoomin’ Who, 
CC, CM). Breeders Karen Chen, Lauren Chen, Ann Vigneri. Owners Karen Chen, 
Lauren Chen.

 2nd - 318 points: Saluki Owl Ridge Zip Wyatt CC, CM, call name Braveheart 
(Obi-Wan Phenix SM Fool Throttle Uziduzit x GCh. Owl Ridge Outlaw, CC, CM). 
Breeders & owners Joel Scheinberg, Natalie Warner

 3rd - 315 points: Saluki Al Sayad Gaia Tor Mjolnir Nihaati, CC1000, 
CM1000, call name Hammer (Ch. 7Seas Int’l Viking Al Sayad, CC1000, CM1000 x 
Biscotti Razali Nee Al Sayad Caravan, CC, CM). Breeders Fiona Bennett, Lotta Brun. 
Owners Fiona Bennett, Pamela Fredieu.

 4th (tie) - 312 points Borzoi Kachina All For Love, call name Kindle (Ch. 
Kachina-Valeska Dream Dancer, SC x GCh. Kirov Embrujada, FCH, CCCM). 
Breeder Carol Enz. Owners Linda Turner, Carol Enz.

 4th (tie) - 312 points: Saluki Melik Nazlee License to Kill at HawksView, CM, 
call name Pete (Melik Khafif x Melik Jameela). Breeders George & Mary Beth Rog-
ers, L. Trenholm, S. Schroeder. Owners Karen Chen, Kathleen Tigan.

 6th - 310 points: Greyhound Huntington Pack’O Winstons, CC, call name 
Winston (Huntington Fullerton II x Whiskey Alia). Breeder George Bell. Owner 
Aaron Reeves.

 7th - 309 points: Whippet Elektra Lolita Bonita CC, CM, call name Lita 
(Elektra Tears of a Clown Kentfield X Paul’s Dollywood). Breeder Billy S. Downs, Jr. 
Owner Robyn Brown.

 8th - 308 points: Whippet Kentfield The Sexy Beast at QuiXand, CC1000, 
CM500, call name Sexy Beast (Vitesse Amade’ D’Mar x Kentfield Perfect Poison). 
Breeders  Merril Woolf, Susan Heiniger. Owners Frank Morales, Merril Woolf, Susan 
Heiniger.

 9th - 299 points: Saluki Ch. Owl Ridge Annie Get Your Gun, CC, CM, call 
name Annie (Obi-Wan Phenix SM Fool Throttle Uziduzit x GCh Owl Ridge Outlaw, 
CC, CM). Breeders Natalie Warner, Joel Scheinberg. Owners Joel Scheinberg, Natalie 
Warner.

 10th - 298 points: Whippet Kentfield Wheatland SOS Mambo Poa, call name 
Mambo Poa (Kentfield The Sexy Beast at QuiXand, CC, CM x Sithean Dairine of 
Wheatland). Breeder Kim Otero. Owners Frank Morales, Cathy Courtney.


